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About This Game
SNAKeez is a simple "snake" classic style game but with different physics.Here you have to collect not apples but eggs and
snake's tail grows much faster.As a snake you can move in any direction and turn in any angle,besides,you can't smash your head
into the walls.But!It also always moves and needs more eggs.More eggs you eat - more your tail grows.
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Title: Snakeez
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
LillyWelland inc.
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: DualCore CPU
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: GTS250/HD7770 or better
Storage: 50 MB available space
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Free and better snake games are online: http:\/\/slither.io\/
You did make a game that I got a laugh out of though, mostly due to the computer requirements to play. So have a thumbs up,.
Nice to see other attempts at doing snake game. Is a small size game (33 mb) that I wanted to play on my mobile devices (laptop
and smaller screens) just like I did with the original snake....
But the game mechanic pretty much requires you to play with a mouse and a large area. Unplayable with a touchpad or requires
finger agility outside of the reach of the average snake player. Could work better for people playing with mouse on larger
surfaces.
Design is pretty barebones, but the graphics look cute.
Overall - did not work for me but could work for others.. Not worth the 10 cents. People who recommend this game are fake.
This game has no story, the whole game is exactly the same every time. Should be free, or removed from Steam. Not worth my
0.79 cents.. I must say, this is a very interesting take on the classic and time less game of Snake. I enjoy the simplicity of the
game, as well as how potentially time consuming it is. Also, changing the mechanics of the game to encourage slow but steady
progress while punishing those rushing to collect dots is unique to this style of game. However, I feel like for one-dollar, I would
be a little hesistant to purchase the game in its current state. Perhaps if the game devs want to update the game on a partially
regular basis, I would spend a dollar to see how they would improve such a simple concept.
(I got this game off of a coupon, if anyone was curious).
Still very enjoyable and I would recommend to anyone as a relaxing time eater.. A good twist on the original game very simple
but effective. Got bored pretty fast should add like obstacle 7\/10. WHO CODED THIS?!
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Fun game then bored, worth those 0.10 cents (3 ruble). Totally worth the 10 cents with the -90% coupon. Otherwise... I mean if
you got money.. its a decent time killer.
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